
Bench



delight users
Personalize your workspace 
with privacy options, storage, 
accessories, and height-adjustable 
worksurfaces.

The smarter 
solution to the  
open office
Bench is a customizable, scalable 
desking system that addresses the 
diverse work modes of today’s office. 

Our Bench encourages collaboration 
while supporting users requiring visual 
and acoustic privacy, and even full panel 
solutions if necessary. This flexibility 
allows for personalized workspaces that 
help keep workers happy and productive.
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More options for 
personalization
Minimal and sleek or technology-intensive? So 
versatile, Inscape Bench can go from simple to fully 
featured and back again at any time. 

We offer more options for customization than any 
other bench including hanging recycling units, 
privacy glass, planters, fabric screens, electrified 
storage and more. Define boundaries, add privacy, 
encourage collaboration – it’s up to you.



empower technology
Choose from a variety of convenient 
options for power/data access. 
Plus, with our Twin-Bin solution, 
mobile workers can plug in a 
device and lock it securely while 
away from their desk.





Stand for wellness
Improve comfort, satisfaction and 
productivity with height-adjustable 
worksurfaces. Inscape offers superior 
flexibility for clients unsure about sit/
stand desking. Unlike other benches on 
the market, we offer the option of adding 
sit/stand (manual or electric) mechanisms 
to Inscape Bench at any time, providing 
true flexibility of planning.

ELECTRIC MANUAL

Freestanding 3 3

Spine Mount 3 3

foster agility
Standing for just 5-10 minutes 
every hour can reduce fatigue and 
reduce the risk of major diseases.

Healthier worksurfaces
Nuform is a durable, beautiful and ergonomic 
alternative to traditional laminate. Available 
in a tapered edge for a comfortable sloped 
surface that eliminates pressure on wrists. 
Nuform’s seamless edge features a clean 
aesthetic with no edge banding, helping 
prevent bacteria growth.



Arrivals Bench 
Inscape Bench has evolved to support a broader 
range of applications to meet the need for focus, 
collaborative and flexible workspaces. Inherent 
flexibility makes it easier to adapt as work 
environments change. With our new collection of 
Arrivals divider screens, freestanding tables and 
warm finish options, this modular spine-based 
platform offers more planning possibilities for 
open workspaces. Wood accents bring natural 
elements to the office while convenient power, 
personalization, privacy and well-being options 
keep everyone happy and productive. New options 
let you create an integrated aesthetic with our 
Arrivals Wing and Table collections.

Arrivals Wing
Arrivals Wing system offers open office workers 
an inviting place to escape for concentration 
or collaboration while addressing acoustic and 
visual privacy needs.







Flexibility  
of planning
Whether you’re creating spaces  
for concentration, communication or 
collaboration, our benching can offer 
a solution. Intelligent design allows for 
diverse applications, flexible planning 
and personalization so that you can offer 
solutions customized for your unique 
users and requirements.

Typical 3A Solution - 3D 6/5/17

Typical 4A Solution - 3D 6/5/17

Typical 6 Solution - 3D 6/5/17

Typical 5A Solution - 3D 6/5/17



Ready for change
Like other Inscape products, Bench 
features inherent flexibility to address 
evolving needs – peace of mind for clients 
unsure of how changing workplace trends 
will impact their business.

Flexible privacy
Privacy options include Cove, a 

screen that is easily moved by the 
user whenever and wherever they 

wish to block visual distractions 
and signal the desire for privacy.

More or less
Stack-on components can 
be added to the bench 
spine to increase privacy 
or accessorization, or 
removed at any time with 
no downtime to the user. 



Create a meeting place
Swap out a workstation for a 
casual collaborative zone.

Add a sit/stand desk  
after installation
Inscape Bench provides the 
unique option of adding electrical 
or manual height adjustability 
after installation – for any station 
within the cluster. 



The greener choice 
The inherent flexibility of Bench enables the product to 
address evolving workspace needs — from benching 
to traditional panel applications and back again. This 
approach minimizes waste and provides an investment 
that will pay off for years to come.

Our Nuform worksurfaces are FSC® certified and 
feature 98% recycled content MDF. Our materials 
include 100% recyclable steel components 
and recyclable fabrics. Our Eco Black paint is 
used on the interior of storage cases and frame 
components, diverting more than five tons of waste 
from landfills annually.

design for sustainability
Our Bench is level® 3 and  
SCS Indoor Advantage™  
GOLD certified. 



Guiding principles  
to product design

delight users
Thoughtful details keep people 
happy and productive.

empower technology
Convenient, flexible access to 
technology and power makes it 
easy to share information.

foster agility
Smart products let people easily 
customize and adapt their space 
as needs change.

design for sustainability
Responsible choices matter — from 
beginning to end, and over again.



inscapesolutions.com
1-866-467-2273

We’re here to  
help you make  
life at work better

Perspective
Supporting the evolution of  
the workplace since 1888.

Products
Solutions that stand the  
test of time — built to last and  
inherently flexible.

People
Dedicated to delivering  
innovative solutions with care  
and expertise.  


